agencies
Manage records and database hierarchy for the customers that are
supported by the asset and service management applications

assets

Capture detailed records for both serialized and capitalized
assets including location, assignment, configuration, and more

Mcmtechnology’s flagship offering
is the Commshop solution.

id mgmt

As the name suggests, this solution is designed for customers who need to

sites

manage every aspect of their radio shop operations. Commshop includes ALL

Control how radio systems IDs are assigned; avoid duplications
and assignments outside of pre-determined ranges

Create detailed profiles for each site identifying key information
like location, vendors, site access, and link equipment

of the communications-specific asset management applications, features, and
functionality included in Commasset and adds a robust work order system,
parts inventory application, and purchase order capability to manage the repair

alerts

Automate notifications via email and app alerts

and maintenance of the equipment on the radio system.

dashboards

key values
-

Increase accountability for equipment & inventory tracking

-

Reduce the risk of loss and be prepared for annual audits

-

Improve efficiencies in workflow processes

-

Manage configuration details for complex assets

-

Optimize equipment maintenance & reduce downtime

-

Enhance end-user experience with multi-device compatibility

-

Capture the true cost of doing business by tracking
consumable inventory expenditure & labor efforts

how to buy

Easy access and view of key system metrics with configurable
and exportable graphs and charts

work orders

Track service and preventative maintenance with labor and
materials while linking records to agencies, assets, locations,
and more

inventory

Monitor consumable inventory quantities on hand, utilization,
and reorder levels

purchase orders

Issue orders to buy consumable inventory and fulfill orders to
replenish stock
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Mcmtechnology develops best in class asset
management software solutions helping our
customers track, manage, and maintain their
complex asset inventory.
Our portfolio of trusted offerings is comprised of enterpriselevel, multi-user applications that are scalable in nature. With
over 20 years in business and 200+ installations including
18 statewide systems, Mcmtech is a proven and trusted
partner. Our team works hand-in-hand with every customer
to configure and customize our applications to optimize
workflow operations, increase accountability, and add value to
the organization.

Mcmtech software is responsible for managing over $5 billion worth of equipment and inventory

fig 2. solutions menu
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For sales, service and support, contact 877-626-6157

mcmtechnology.com

